We study a class of Seifert fibered 3-manifolds M (g,n), depending on two non-negative integers, which arise from polyhedral schemata. Then we completely determine their Seifert invariants by using the crystallization theory, i.e. a representation of closed connected triangulated manifolds by edge-colored graphs. We also obtain a geometric presentation of the fundamental group 7Ti(M(g,n)) corresponding to a spine of M(g,n). Finally we show that M(g, 1) is a 2-fold covering of S 3 branched over a special 3-bridge link.
Introduction and notation
Throughout this paper we work in the piecewise-linear (PL) category in the sense of [18] . If A" is a finite collection of closed balls, we set \K\ = U{A : A G K}. Then K is said to be a pseudocomplex if and only if 1) \K\ = disjoint U{A : A e K}; 2) If A, B 6 K, then A n B is a union of balls of K; 3) For each /i-ball A £ K, the poset {B 6 K : B C A}, ordered by inclusion, is isomorphic with the lattice of all faces of the standard /i-simplex. The dimension of a pseudocomplex K is defined as max{dim A : A 6 K}. By abuse of language we call simplexes the balls of K and denote by S r (K) the set of all r-simplexes of K. A n-dimensional pseudocomplex K is said to be contracted if the set of its O-simplexes has cardinality n + 1. A pseu-dodissection (resp. contracted triangulation) of a polyhedron P is a pair (K, /), where if is a pseudocomplex (resp. contracted pseudocomplex) and / : \K\ -> P is a PL-homeomorphism. There exists an algorithm which generates a contracted triangulation starting from a pseudodissection of any closed connected PL n-manifold (see [17] ).
Given a graph G, V(G) and E(G) denote the sets of vertices and edges of G, respectively. We use the term graph instead of multigraph, hence loops are forbidden but multiple edges are allowed. For basic definitions and results on Graph Theory we refer to [11] .
An edge-coloration c on a graph G = (V(G),E(G)) is a map c : E(G)
A n = {0,1,...,n} (A n is called the color set) such that c(e) c(f) for any two adjacent edges e, / € E(G). An (n + l)-colored graph is a pair (G,c) , where G is a graph, regular of degree n + 1, and c : E(G) -• A" is an edge coloration on G. If T C A n , we set
G r = (V(G),c~1(r)).
If 1 denotes the set A n \ {¿}, then (G, c) is said to be contracted if is connected for each color i £ A n . If T = {i,j} C A n , then gij denotes the number of cycles of G with edges alternatively colored by i and j.
Closely related to colored graphs is the notion of labelled n-pseudocomplex, i.e. a pair where K is an n-pseudocomplex and £ : SQ{K) -• A n is a map, injective on each n-simplex of K. Each contracted complex K defines a labelled n-pseudocomplex in a natural way. If Sq{K) = {vi : i £ A n }, we set = i. Given a labelled n-pseudocomplex (I(,£), the associated (N + l)-colored graph, denoted by (G(K),CK), is defined by the following rules: a) Take a vertex for each n-simplex of K and join two such vertices by an edge for every common (n -l)-face of the corresponding n-simplexes. Now V(G(K)) and E(G(K)) are the sets of these vertices and edges, respectively; b) For each edge e of E(G(K)), let cr n_1 (e) be the corresponding (n -1)-simplex of K and let v be a vertex such that va n~1 (e) is an n-simplex of K. Then we set c#(e) = £(t>). This construction can be easily reversed so that (G(K(G)),CX(G)) an< i (G, c) are color-isomorphic graphs (see for example [9] ). If |/i| is a closed PL nmanifold, then the (n+l)-colored graph (G(K), c(K)) is said to represent\K\ and every PL homeomorphic space. A crystallization of a closed connected PL n-dimensional manifold M is any (n+ l)-colored contracted graph (G, c) which represents M. A 4-colored graph representing a closed 3-manifold is also called a 3-gem (see [13] ). Since every closed connected PL n-manifold admits a contracted triangulation, crystallizations give a graph theoretical representation of manifolds (see [9] ). The equivalence among crystallizations, Heegaard diagrams, and the theory of spines of closed 3-manifolds was ob-tained in [4] . Any two crystallizations of the same manifold are proved to be joined by a finite sequence of moves (see [7] ). We briefly describe these moves since they will be used in the present paper. Let (G, c) be an (n+ l)-colored graph which admits a partial subgraph 0, formed by two vertices, X and Y say, joined by h edges, 1 < h < n, colored by c 0 , ci,..., Ch-i € A n . If B = A n \ {co, Ci,..., Cfi-i} is the set of the remaining colors, let C&(X) and CB(Y) be the connected components of GB containing X and Y, respectively. Such a partial subgraph 0 is said to be an n-dimensional dipole of type h if CB(X) ± CB(Y). A dipole of type 1 or n is called degenerate. Cancelling a dipole 0 of type h means: 1) replace in GB the components CB(X) and Cg(Y) by their connected sum with respect to the vertices X and Y; 2) leave unchanged the edges of colors {co,ci,.. .,Ch-1} which are not adjacent with X and Y. Adding 6 means the inverse process. We call move I the addition or cancellation of a non degenerate dipole, and move II the addition of a degenerate dipole of type 1 (yielding a non-contracted graph) followed by a cancellation of a different dipole of type 1, involving the same color. It was proved in [7] that any two crystallizations of the same closed connected PL n-manifold are related by a finite sequence of moves of types I and II.
The paper is devoted to study a class of Seifert fibered 3-manifolds M(g,n), depending on two non-negative integers, which arise from polyhedral schemata. We construct a crystallization which represents the manifold M(g,n), and from it we deduce the system of Seifert invariants characterizing M(g,n). We also obtain a geometric presentation of the fundamental group of M(g,n) which corresponds to a spine of it. Finally we show that M(g, 1) is a 2-fold covering of S 3 branched over a special 3-bridge link. As general references on branched coverings see [1] , [2] , [10] , [14] , and [15] . For basic definitions and results on Seifert 3-manifolds we refer to [12] , [15] , [16] and [19] .
A class of fibered 3-manifolds
Let T g be the orientable closed surface of genus g > 1. Let (K,f) be a contracted triangulation of it, hence \K\ = T g . Let us denote by (P g , ir) the fundamental polygon of T g with 4g + 2 triangles inducing the contracted triangulation (K, /). Let w : P g -• T g be the canonical projection, i.e. ir(x) = [s], for each point x € P g . Let <p n be the rotation of P g by an angle 2g+i) n £ Z, around its center, and ip n : P g X1 -• P g X 0 the homeomorphism defined by ip n (x, 1) = ((p n (x), 0) for every x G P g . Let us consider the equivalence relation on P g X /, I = [0,1], for which (x,t\) (2M2) if and only if one of the following conditions is satisfied: 
-is of course a closed connected 3-dimensional pseudo-manifold in the sense of [19] . Furthermore, M(g,n) is independent of the representation (P G ,N) of T G , and its construction also works for g = 0, for which we have M(0, n) = S 2 X S 1 for every n. Obviously, the integers n and g may be assumed to satisfy the inequalities g > 0 and 0 < n < g. Indeed, we have the homeomorphisms
, where k e Z and p = 2g + 1. The first homeomorphism follows from the fact that rotations of T G by angles ^py and y^i + 2kir = yield the same quotient space, while the other homeomorphisms are trivial. Now we are going to construct a pseudodissection (
Let us denote the vertices of (C2 ff ,-Do, £43+1),
(-42 a +i+t,-B2 a +t,-Fi,^), and a(Fi), respectively, where s = 0,1,.. .,4g + 1, j = 0,1,..., 2 g and i = 0,1. Since E is the unique vertex of the equivalence class (T(E) we continue to use the symbol E also for <r(E). Therefore, if p = 2g + 1, then K = K(g, n) has the following properties: where ( : So(K(g, n)) -> A3 is the map defined by:
Let G(g,n) = (G(K),ck) be the 3-gem associated to the labelled 3-pseudocomplex (K, £) constructed by the rules a) and b) specified in the introduction. The graph G(g, n) can be directly described as follows: 1) V(G(K)) = {(î,i) : 0 < i < 4fif + 1 A 0 < j < 5}. For example, we indicate which vertices correspond to which 3-simplices in Figure 1 : the vertices (¿,0) resp. (¿,5) to the lowest resp. highest 3-simplices for every i = 0,1,..., 5; the vertices (0,1), (1,1),..., (5, 1) 2) The 0-colored edges connect (2m, t) to (2m -1 = 0 (mod 2p),t), for every m = 0,1,...,2g, t = 0,5, and (i,t) to (i,t + 1), for every i = 0,1,... Now we simplify the 3-gem G(g, n) by deleting suitable dipoles in order to obtain a crystallization G (g,n) of M(g,n).
It is easy to check that the subgraph 61 of G(g,n), formed by the vertices (0,1) and (0,2), joined by a 0-colored edge, is a degenerate dipole of type 1. Cancelling the dipole 6\ induces a dipole 0 2 of type 2, formed by the vertices (2/7 + 1,1) and (2<7 + l, 2) (see Figure 3 ; case g = 1 and n = 1). The obtained graph has another degenerate dipole 63, which is induced by the vertices (0,4) and (0,5), joined by a 2-colored edge. The further cancellations of 63 and of the induced dipole of type 2 with vertices (1,4) and (1,5) yield a contracted graph G (g, n) which still represents the manifold M(g, n). The graph G (g, n) can be viewed as the result of the following moves on Figure 4 .
In order to clarify the statement of our main result, we briefly recall the definition of the Seifert invariants as given in [19] . A closed orientable connected 3-manifold M is called a Seifert manifold if M is a union of fibers, all homeomorphic to the 1-sphere, such that each point of M belongs to exactly one fiber, and such that each fiber has a solid torus neighbourhood, made of fibers which are not meridians of it. If is orientable because its crystallization is bipartite (see [5] ). By [19] M(g,n) is a closed connected 3-manifold if and only if the Euler characteristic x (M(g, n) ) vanishes. Obviously, x(M(g,n)) = ^¿=o( -l)'a:t> where a; is the number of ¿-simplexes of the pseudodissection K -K(g,n) . By construction, we have ao = 6, <*2 = 24p and 03 = 12p. Therefore we have to compute a\ counting the cycles of the 3-gem G(g,n) = (G(K),ck) since «a = X)t<j5<j) where t,j £ A3. It is easy to check that </oi = 923 -P + 2, <703 = 912 -3p, go2 = 2p and <713 = 2p + 2, where p = 2g + 1. Thus it follows that a\ = 12p + 6, and hence
Now we are going to prove that M(g, n) = -f;-is a Seifert fibered space. In P g X I, we call each product x X /, with x £ P g , a partial fiber. Since in the quotient M(g,n) end-points of partial fibers must be joined, there is a simple closed curve (a fiber) in M(g,n) , H x say, such that cf(x) X I C -fiTr, for every a: £ These fibers constitute a partition of M(g,n) because For every x G Pg, let rx G N + be the minimum integer such that: where P2j+i (resp. P 2 j+i) follows P2j (resp. P 2j ) in the orientation of <9P 5 , (see Figure 5a ). Hence N = u)l0*(Nj) (resp. N' = uJ® 0 jt(JVJ-)) is a 2-cell neighbourhood of ir(Xj) (resp. 7r ( can be directly obtained from the crystallization G' = G (g,n)
2) G tt(X); 3) q is divisible by rx.

It is easy to check that the fiber
by using the following rules:
(/) the generators are the connected components, except one (arbitrarily chosen), of the subgraph G^0 (//) the relators are obtained by walking along the {2,3}-colored cycles of G", giving the exponent +1 (resp. -1) to each generator that is met if 2 n; Ni
"(Pi) Figure 5 (resp. 3) is the color of the edge by which it is arrived at. Furthermore, one relator (arbitrarily chosen) may be dropped. Now let y, x 0 , .
•., x 2g be the {0, l}-colored cycles of G (g, n) , where the vertices (0,0) and (2i,3) belong to y and respectively, for every i = 0,1,..., 2<7 (see Figure 4) . Walking along the {2,3}-colored cycles and assuming (¿, 0), with 1 < i < 2g, (1,3) and (2g + 1,0) as initial vertices, respectively, we get the following relations of Ui (M(g, n) ):
and
where indices are takenmod2g -f 1. Dropping the last relation yields the following finite presentation for the fundamental group of M(g, n): (M(g,n) ) is given by
On the other hand, the Seifert invariants (3),(a,f3) ,(a,/3')), characterizing M(g, n), imply that H\ (M(g, n) ) has the following finite presentation (see for example [19] ):
Since H\{M(g,n)), n ^ 0, has torsion, the determinant A of the square 
Proof. The only Small Seifert manifold of type M(g,n) is M(1,0). Therefore, by Theorem 6 of [16] Section 5.3, if M(g, n) is PL homeomorphic to M(g,n'), then there is a fiber preserving map f:M(g,n) -• M'(g,n)
. If 7i -0, then the manifold M(g, 0) has no exceptional fibers. This implies that M(g, n') has no exceptional fibers so n' = 0. Now assume n ^ 0 and let M(g, n) (resp. M(g, n')) be the Seifert manifold with Seifert surface of genus (resp. m 2~1). Since M(g,n) and M(g,n') have the same Seifert surface, it follows that m = TO'. By using the notation of Theorem 2.1, let He (resp. He) be the exceptional fiber of type £), (resp. of M(g, n) (resp. M(g, n')) and let Vc (resp. Vc) be a fiber neighbourhood of He (resp. He 1 )-Since f(Hc) = He, the restriction map f\:dVc -S 1 x S 1 -> dVc -S 1 X S 1 is still a fiber preserving homeomorphism which induces an isomorphism (/!)": IIi(ÔVc) = Z 0 Z III(dVc>) = Z 8 Z. If (<7,p) is a fundamental system of curves on the torus dVc -dVc, then 
is a spine of the fibered 3-manifold M(g,n).
Further, we can obtain a finite presentation of the fundamental group of M(g,n) from the non-contracted graph G(g,n). Let h,t 2 ,.. .,tj fl +2 be the {0,2}-colored cycles of G such that the vertex (4g+3-i = 0 (mod 4<7 + 2), 0) G ti if i is odd and the vertex (4*7+4-i = 0 (mod 4g + 2), 3) € U if i is even, (see Figure 2) . Walking along the {l,3}-colored cycles and assuming (k, 0), for any k = 0,2,4,..., 4g, (0,1), (0,4), (h, 2), for any h = 1,3,5,..., 2g + 1, and (5,2), for any s = 2,4,...,2g, as initial vertices, respectively, we get the relations:
Ug+3-kt4g +4 _ h+2n t4 g + 2 -k+2ntig +1 _ k = 1; 1,1) ).
Two-fold coverings
In [2] Birman and Hilden proved that every closed orientable 3-manifolds of Heegaard genus h < 2 is a 2-fold covering of S 3 branched over a link of bridge number h + 1. By Theorem 2.2 the Heegaard genus of M(g,n) is 1 + m, where m = (2g + 1, n). Therefore, by [2] and by construction of our class of manifolds we have the following 
In [20] (compare also [21] ) Schubert showed that any 2-bridge link diagram can be deformed (up to isotopy) to a "normal form" via Reidemeister moves. With the bridges labelled and oriented, this normal form is parametrized by a pair of positive integers. Furthermore, he gave a necessary and sufficient condition for when two pairs of integers present equivalent links. In [6] it was extended Schubert's work to n-bridge links. Indeed, it was defined cut-and-paste move on the Schubert normal form of a 2-bridge link which yield a 3-bridge link. The move is characterized by a 4-tuple of positive integers. The main theorem of [6] states that any 3-bridge link has a 3-bridge diagram obtained from a Schubert normal form by performing a cut-and-paste move. Hence any 3-bridge link is parametrized by a 6-tuple of positive integers (e*oi> A)> A>7O>7I>72) defined as follows. If L is a diagram of the link and B{, i 6 Z3, is a bridge of L drawn in the plane z = 0, then 1) aoi is the number of arcs in L which connect Bo to B\; 2) fli -1 is the number of under-crossings of the bridge B,; 3) the pair (i,fi) denotes the first vertex of Bi which is joined to Bi+\ (indices mod 3). 1,2g, 1,1 ).
Proof. First we briefly recall a move on a colored contracted 4-graph (G,c) which reduces the combinatorial genus G{G) of the graph G, i.e. the smallest integer h such that (G, c) regularly embeds into a closed connected surface of genus h (see [7] ). Suppose that for two colors, cq and c\ say, there exist a connected component C of G{ C0)Cl } and a connected component C of G {C2)C3} with only one common vertex uo, where A3 = {co, c\, c<2, C3}.
.., w t ) be the sets of vertices of C and C , respectively. The subgraph 6 of G determined by C and C is said to be a (s,t)-dipole or generalized dipole of type (s,t). Let u\, u s , u>i, w t be the vertices joined with uq by edges of colors C0,C1,C2,C3, respectively. Now cancelling a generalized dipole of type (s, t) from G means: a) Substitute 6 with the product of the subgraphs C \ {%} and C \ {wo} obtaining a new graph G'; b) Color the edge joining the vertex (U{,Wj) with the vertex («,-, wy ) (resp. (ti t <, Wj)) in that product with the same color of the edge joining wj and Wji (resp. Ui and u { >) in G, for every i, i £ A,\ {0} and j,j G At \ {0}; c) If a vertex v G G\ 0 is joined to U{ (resp. Wj) by a ci or C3-colored (resp.
Co or ci-colored) edge, then v is joined in G to (U{,wi) or (Ui,w t ) (resp. (ui,Wj) or (u s , wj)) , for every i G A, \ {0} and j G A t \ {0}. Let us consider now the crystallization G' = G'(g, 1) of M(g, 1) (see Figure 4 for g = 1) . Actually, G' contains generalized dipoles (for example, in case g = 1, the subgraph 6 determined by the connected components C and C' of G'{o 1} and G'{2 3} respectively, with the sets of vertices ((5,1), (5,2), (5,3), (5, 4) , (4, 4) , (4, 3) , (4,2), (4,1)) and ((5,1), (5,0), (3, 5) , (3, 4) , (2,0), (2,1)) ). Let G' = G' (M(g, 1) ) denote the 4-colored graph obtained from G' by successively cancelling 2g -1 generalized dipoles, and the induced dipoles of type 2. Let 0 Z be the z-th generalized dipole which we are going to cancell, with C z and C z components of G^q jj. and 2 j. By (uf, Wj) we denote a vertex of the product, discussed in a), which substitutes 9 Z in the move and by Ug the common vertex of C z and C z . In particular, 6 Z is the (4z -3,7)-dipole with -(4g -2z + 3,1) if 1 < 2 < g -1 (g > 1), the (4g + 3,5)-dipole with Ug = (2g + 3,1) if z = g and the generalized dipole with Uq = (u\~9,wl~9) if g + 1 < 2 < 2g -1. The resulting graph G' -G'(g, 1) still represents the manifold M(g, 1) (see [7] ). For example G'( 1,1) is shown in Figure 6 .
We remark that G' has combinatorial genus Q(G') = ff(G') -(2g -1) = 2, and hence h (M(g, 1) ) = G(M(g, 1)) = 2. Here S(M) denotes the regular genus of a closed connected PL manifold M i.e. the minimum genus of a closed connected surface into which an arbitrary crystallization of M regularly embeds (see [9] Section 6 for details). Furthermore, there is a unique involutory automorphism 7 of G' which fixes the vertex (uf( 2 +g)> w i) and interchanges 0-colored (resp. 2-colored) edges by 1-colored (resp. 3-colored) edges (see Figure 6 : 7 is the rotation of tt radians about the xaxis). By [8] G' represents the 2-fold cyclic covering space of the 3-sphere S 3 branched over a 3-bridge link. We explain this statement in more detail. 
